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Introduction
39 Anosognosia for hemiplegia (AHP) is one of the most striking forms of disturbed deficit awareness. It 40 was first described by Anton (1893) and later by Babinski (1914) in patients after stroke who were 41 unaware of their left sided paresis even months after the onset although their intellectual capacities 42 seemed to be largely spared. Confrontation with the paresis in one of the two patients investigated 43 by Babinski (1914) resulted in null-reactions followed by the verbal assertion "Here, it`s done". 44
Babinski speculated on a possible link between anosognosia and disturbed sensory feedback due to 45 sensory deficits. Since then it has become clear that AHP is neither a unitary phenomenon nor caused 46 by a single deficit (Marcel et al., 2004; Orfei et al., 2007; Vocat et al., 2010; Vuilleumier, 2004) .
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Associated deficits are spatial neglect (Starkstein et al., 1992; Vocat et al., 2010) and extinction 48 (Starkstein et al., 1992) , disturbed proprioception or sensation (Babinski, 1914; Bisiach et al., 1986; 49 Marcel et al., 2004; Starkstein et al., 1992; Vocat et al., 2010) , disturbed sense of limb ownership 50 Karnath and Baier, 2010) , visual field disturbances (Cutting, 1978) , memory 51 dysfunction (Cocchini et al., 2002; Davies et al., 2005; Starkstein et al., 1992; Vocat et al., 2010) , 52 disturbed motor monitoring processes (Berti et al., 2005; Heilman et al., 1998; Vallar et al., 2003) and 53 deficits in the generation and adjustment of beliefs (Besharati et al., 2014; Vocat et al., 2013) . 54
Nevertheless, dissociations for all of these deficits have also been described in patients with AHP 55 (Fotopoulou, 2014; Marcel et al., 2004; Vocat et al., 2010) . Thus, there is no unique deficit 56 combination causing AHP, but the risk for AHP increases with the number of associated neurological 57 deficits (Marcel et al., 2004; Vocat et al., 2010) . A specific underlying neuroanatomical basis can be 58 assumed since AHP is very common with lesions of the right hemisphere, but rare after left 59 hemisphere lesions (Baier et Starkstein et al., 1992) . In parallel to the numerous 61 neurological deficits associated with AHP, several regions have been determined as possible 62 neuroanatomical substrates. In two studies using lesion subtraction analyses, Karnath and Baier were 63 able to show that damage to the posterior insula was associated with AHP (Baier and Karnath, 2008; 64 Karnath et al., 2005) . A study by Berti and colleagues pointed to the premotor cortex as the cortical 65 substrate of AHP (Berti et al., 2005 The spatial extension of associated lesions, the numerous associated neurological and 75 neuropsychological deficits with varying combinations and dissociations and the mostly transient 76 nature of AHP lead us to the hypothesis that a dysfunction between connected regions -i.e. a 77 network disorder -might be a principal factor in AHP. The value of VLSM for symptoms caused by 78 network dysfunction is, by its nature, restricted because neuronal dysfunction remote to the lesion is 79 not considered by this approach. However, the recently developed method of lesion network 80 mapping (Boes et al., 2015; Fox, 2018; Karnath et al., 2018) , which is based on normative functional 81 connectome data, can be used to identify associations between behavior and regions functionally 82 connected to the lesion. We recently adopted lesion network-mapping and expanded the 83 methodology by inclusion of a control group and non-parametric permutation testing for the 84 statistical analyses of lesion network-symptom associations (Wawrzyniak et al., 2018) . In the present 85 study we applied this method, termed lesion network-symptom-mapping (LNSM), to lesion maps 86 from 49 stroke patients with right sided hemiparesis of whom 25 suffered from AHP. Our hypothesis 87
is that in addition to direct lesion effects (identifiable with VLSM), dysfunctions in lesion-distant brain 88 regions which were previously functionally connected to now infarcted tissue (termed diaschisis) also 89 contribute to AHP and may be identified by LNSM. 90 2 Material and methods 91
Patients and behavioral testing 92
Lesion masks and behavioral data were taken from two previous studies on AHP by Karnath and 93 colleagues (Baier and Karnath, 2008; Karnath et al., 2005) . In these studies, 14 respectively 11 94 consecutively admitted acute (1-14 days post stroke), first-ever, right hemisphere stroke patients 95 with AHP (AHP+) and 13 respectively 11 control patients with left hemiparesis but without AHP (AHP-96 ) were included. The studies were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty at the 97 
Magnetic resonance imaging and preprocessing 126
The analyses for LNSM based on resting-state fMRI followed the procedures described by voxels within the brain for every healthy subject. These connectivity maps were then averaged across 156 all subjects to obtain a single FC map for every lesion. Second level analysis was carried out with non-157 parametric permutation testing as implemented in the Statistical nonParametric Mapping toolbox 158 (SnPM13, http://warwick.ac.uk/tenichols/snpm) for SPM12 (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . To reveal 159 differences in normative lesion networks between the two patient groups, a two-sample t-test was 160 conducted within each voxel. The null distribution of resulting t-scores was obtained by repetition of 161 the statistical test with randomly assigned group labels (AHP+/AHP-) 5,000 times. The initial test 162 result (with correct group assignments) was then thresholded at a value corresponding to p(FWE) < 163 0.05 at the voxel level. This method accurately controls the family wise error rate without relying on 164 strong distributional assumptions, because the null-distribution is itself derived from the data. 165
Anatomical labeling was performed with the LONI probabilistic brain atlas (Shattuck et al., 2008) . Page 8
Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) 167
For VLSM, differences between the two groups were calculated using in-house software in the 168 context of the general linear model within each voxel damaged in at least 10% of all patients (n ≥ 5). 169
Lesion size was included as covariate of no interest. To control the family wise error rate, null-170 distribution of maximum t-scores were also obtained by 5,000 random permutations (Rorden et al., 171 2007) . Results were again thresholded at p(FWE) < 0.05 at voxel-level and anatomically labeled using 172 the LONI probabilistic brain atlas (Shattuck et al., 2008) . 3 Results
182
Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping employing non-parametric permutation testing revealed a 183 significant association of AHP with lesions in the right posterior insula ( Fig. 2A ).
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Lesion network-symptom-mapping employing non-parametric random permutation testing revealed 185 a significant difference in normative lesion connectivity between AHP-and AHP+ patients. A region in 186 the right posterior hippocampus was associated with significantly higher lesion-dependent 187 connectivity in patients with AHP+ compared to AHP- (Fig. 2B) . Notably, this region was spared by 188 infarction in all patients. There were no voxels with significantly lower lesion-dependent connectivity 189 in the AHP+ patients. Going beyond direct lesion effects, we found that lesions causing AHP showed significantly higher 207 normative connectivity to a region in the right posterior hippocampus. This could have led to distant Page 10 neural dysfunction in hippocampal networks in response to infarction not directly affecting the 209 hippocampus. Dysfunction in lesion-distant brain regions, previously functionally connected to now 210 infarcted tissue, has been termed diaschisis (von Monakow, 1914) . For a review on diaschisis please 211 refer to Carrera and Tononi (2014) . The link between hippocampal dysfunction and AHP might be 212 diaschisis induced memory deficits. Although contribution of memory deficits to AHP is a matter of 213 debate, it is notable that anosognosia is especially prevalent in Alzheimer's dementia (Wilson et al., 214 2015) . While anosognosia following focal lesions tends to be specific to one functional deficit (e.g. associated with AHP (see above). Memory dysfunction as a contributing factor thus can be (and has 246 been) integrated into these concepts. For example, in the 'discovery theory' (Levine, 1990) fail and the 'belief' component because again stable encoding is impaired. In addition, the 254 conceptually different 'predictive coding' framework (Fotopoulou, 2014) proposes that anosognosia 255 arises when the dynamic balance between predictions derived from prior beliefs and their updates 256 based on prediction errors is disturbed. If perceptual learning fails due to memory dysfunction an 257 obstinate adherence to past expectations will result.
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In their VLSM study, Vocat and colleagues (2010) found direct hippocampal lesions to be associated 259 with AHP one week after stroke. In our cohort only one patient from the control group had a direct 260 lesion of the right anterior hippocampus while the posterior hippocampus was spared in all patients. 261
Therefore, at least in our cohort, direct hippocampal lesions were not contributing to AHP. The 262 arterial vascularization of the hippocampus depends on the posterior cerebral artery (PCA) and to a 263 lesser extent on the anterior choroidal artery (AChA) which originates from the internal carotid artery 264 (Erdem et al., 1993) . With rare exceptions (Evyapan and Kumral, 1999) , AHP typically results from 265 lesions within the territory of the middle cerebral artery (MCA). Therefore, direct lesions to the 266 hippocampus are unlikely to be a contributing factor in the majority of patients because combined 267 lesions of MCA and PCA territories are rather uncommon events restricted to vascular variants such 268 as fetal origin of the PCA or multiple embolic strokes with a proximal source. However, remote 269 effects of a lesion (i.e. diaschisis) are generally not restricted by vascular territories (Carrera and 270 Tononi, 2014; Fox, 2018) . While direct lesions to the hippocampus may cause the less common 271 chronic AHP with persistent memory dysfunction (Vocat et al., 2010) , diaschisis in the hippocampus 272 may contribute to AHP in the majority of patients without direct hippocampal damage. In these 273 cases, early resolution of diaschisis may also explain the frequently observed spontaneous 274 disappearance of AHP in the acute phase. Such a strong diaschisis effect in the acute phase after 275 stroke with subsequent resolution is assumed to be typical for connectional diaschisis (Carrera and 276 Tononi, 2014) location. This was interpreted as evidence for an organization of these functions in large-scale and 282 highly interconnected networks (Siegel et al., 2016) .
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In their recent systematic review of 25 functional neuroimaging studies on anosognosia in mild 284 cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's dementia, Mondragón as a disruption of the communication between self-related and memory-related brain networks 294 resulting in anosognosia (Perrotin et al., 2015) between left insula and left hippocampus (Berlingeri 295 et al., 2015) and between the right and left hippocampus (Vannini et al., 2017) . In addition, reduced 296 volume of the right insula, the region that we demonstrated to be directly affected in AHP, has also 297 been shown to correlate with the severity of anosognosia in Alzheimer's disease (Cosentino et al., 298 2015) . 299 300
Limitations 301
The presented analysis has some limitations. First of all, we relied on the original lesion maps drawn 302 onto 12 predefined slices of an MNI-template which were then expanded along the z-axis to create 303 the lesion volumes, rather than using the clinical images themselves. This does reduce the spatial 304 accuracy of our lesion maps. Secondly, in accordance with the previous subtraction analyses, the 305 VLSM indicated that a direct lesion of the right posterior Insula is associated with AHP. However, the 306 identified region falls within the maximum lesion overlap within the insula, a region where the non-307 random distribution of stroke lesions has a large influence shifting lesion-symptom associations Page 14 towards the center of the vascular territory (Mah et al., 2014) . On the other hand, single cases have 309 been reported in the literature in whom lesions restricted to the right insula have induced 310 anosognosia (Cereda et al., 2002) , arguing for a crucial role of this brain region in the pathogenesis of 311 anosognosia. Thirdly, we were not able to construct a continuous behavioral value from 312 complementary scales (Vocat et al., 2010) and instead had to rely on the dichotomous classification, 313 which is a statistically less sensitive approach. Fourth, we only examined FC between cortical regions 314 but did not take structural connectivity and white matter damage into account, which have been 315 shown to be relevant as well (Moro et al., 2016) . Finally, the patients included in this analysis were 316 not tested for memory deficits, thus we cannot provide direct evidence for an association of AHP 317 with memory disturbances through a hippocampal dysfunction. The supplement is available online. 342
